
6 Ways anxiety disorders develop and how to cope with
them
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Anxiety disorder is a type of mental health disorder that is characterised

by excess fear, worry, or anxiety. This disorder includes panic attacks,

obsessive-compulsive disorder, and post-traumatic stress disorder. The

symptoms of this disorder are excess stress, constant worrying, and fear,

etc. There are many ways in which anxiety disorders develop. So,

psychologist, Dr. Malini Saba, Founder and Chairman, Saba Group talks

about the red flags that can trigger anxiety disorder and how to cope

with it.

Lack of Quality Sleep

A lot has been said about getting

6-8 hours of sound sleep for a

healthy mind and body. While not

many will concur with this,

however, sleep and mental health

are closely interlinked. Sleep

deprivation can severely impact

one’s psychological state and

mental health, leading to anxiety

issues. One should keep an eye on

their sleeping pattern, and seek help if they face insomnia, frequent

nightmares, etc. Catching these early warnings can help eliminate the

chances of developing anxiety.
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Mulling over things that are beyond the control

In the current scenario, with the pandemic raging on, all of us are doing

everything in our power to keep ourselves and our loved ones safe

from the wrath of Covid-19. However, in some cases, in spite of the best

efforts, the situation can deteriorate and can cause anxiety. In such

times, it is better to focus on the situation at hand instead of dwelling

on the negatives. This will help create a positive attitude and can lessen

the chances of developing anxiety.

Alcohol abuse

Unwinding with a glass of wine or beer after a long day may sound

tempting to many, however, alcohol dependence and subsequent abuse

can be the reason for alcohol-induced anxiety. Also using alcohol as a

crutch to overcome social anxiety, in reality, can worsen the symptoms.

Since alcohol hampers the normal functioning of an individual, long-

term abuse can induce panic attacks and even lead to PTSD.  The best

way to deal with alcohol-induced anxiety is to be mindful of your

consumption and reach out for support from family and friends to

tackle these difficult times.
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Stress

One of the biggest contributors to the development of anxiety disorder

is stress. In our day-to-day life, all of us endure stress. While we can’t

completely eliminate it, however, it is necessary that we do not fall

victim to it. Stress and anxiety go hand in hand where one heightens the

symptoms of the other. If you suddenly have any of the physical

symptoms ranging from severe headaches to unexplained spells of

dizziness, it is time to take a breather and focus on calming your mind

and relaxing your body. Breathing exercises are the best ways to do this.

Zero self-love

Treating your mind and body with a day of relaxation can do wonders

and can also reduce the chances of developing any anxiety disorders.

So, take a day off and indulge yourself in activities you enjoy and

refresh your mind.

Side effects of medication

Every medication has side effects and it’s best to avoid them until

absolute necessity. Few medications also contribute to the

development of stress and can even induce panic-like symptoms. In

such cases, it’s best to consult your doctor and consider changing the

medication.
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Also Read: Can breathing techniques improve your mental health? An

expert opines
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You May Have Been
Making
The tradition of hair oiling has been

there in India since forever. Our

ancestors have passed down many such

remedies for good skin, lush hair and

healthy living but what we do not realise

is that we do it the right way as well. If

you oil your hair regularly then make

sure you are not making these mistakes.

To avoid hair breakage, when you oil

your hair, make sure you are not
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5 Lingerie essentials every
bride to be should add to
her wedding trousseau
For the wedding, a bride is mostly

confused with so many shopping

options like bridal make-up, bridal

sarees, bridal dresses and what not, but

the most confusing part for a bride can

be her choice of lingerie. Yes, a

newlywed’s wedding lingerie is as

important as any other outfits she may

shop for. Lingerie holds a special space

in the bridal trousseau. But it is often
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It is normal to envy people with long

lashes. More often than not, those

blessed with longer than usual lashes

will tell you about how they don't do

anything for them and it's au-natural.

While many of us aren't blessed with

naturally long lashes, we often opt for

falsies, multiple layers of mascara,

eyelash curlers and what not to create

the illusion of long lashes. But why not
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somebody else. For Bollywood div
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She loves to highlight her eyes and
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While the second wave of the pandemic

is hitting us hard, we’re reminiscing the

good old times. Our huge photo archive

is keeping us company which means we

often come across gems of the past and

today on our list are the Pataudi’s.

Throwing it back to 2015 when Saif Ali

Khan’s sister, Soha Ali Khan took her

woes with her now-husband, Kunal

Khemu. The Khans belong to the royal
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US state
While the impact of humans can be seen

and felt nearly every place on earth,

there are still some spots where wildlife

and natural beauty persist. These

untouched, often protected wilderness

areas are located throughout the entire

country, and offer a chance for people

to reconnect with nature. In alphabetical

order, here are the wildest places in

every state.
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Emotions are very mysterious; ever

person reacts differently, even whe

the same situation. One such emot

invalidation — well, it is not as sim

it seems, but it’s important to reme
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Have you always wanted to grow your

own food? Did you know that you don’t

need a huge outdoor space or

greenhouse to do so? Start simple with

herbs, then try these easy fruits and

vegetables to make your daily routine

that much fresher!
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Ladies And Gentlemen,
The Weekend!
Stuck at home and not-so-kicked about

your weekend? Here is a list of

suggestions we've compiled to add

spruce up your stay-at-home
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Things you think are eco-
friendly—but really aren't
There is only one planet Earth, so we like

to take care of it. After all, it's where we

live, and who doesn't like to live in a

nice, clean home? We try our best to do

our bit for the environment, and that

usually involves choices with regards to

what we wear, eat, and use. But with so

much conflicting information out there,

and trends that come and go, how do

we know what's best for the

environment? Sometimes we do things
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"Life began with waking up and lov

my mother’s face." Novelist George

wrote these words in Victorian-era

England, about a century and a ha

but they will always ring true. Very 

things are as visceral as the bond

between a mother and a baby,

regardless of species. To celebrate 

special bond, click through the gal

and check out these beautiful anim

 StarsInsider

Gravitas: Pandemic takes
a toll on women
professionals
The pandemic has forced working

women to double up as full-time

caregivers. It has also forced them to

choose between career and family. Most

working women are burned out, many

are being forced to quit their jobs.
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A career in luxury retail management

needs employees with pretty high

standards. They need to be exceptional,

passionate and possess the necessary

skills. Here are 7 key skills to build a

career in luxury retail management.
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Who can donate plasma
to Covid patients &
when? Top doctor…
Delhi’s top doctor explains who can

donate plasma to Covid patients. Dr

Sanjay Raina also tells when a person

should donate plasma. Dr. Raina said

anybody between the age of 18-55

years can donate plasma. Watch the full

video for more details.
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amid lockdown? Make
New Delhi | Jagran Lifestyle Desk:

Mothers are not a gift of God, rath

is the God who has come down to

nurture her kids and make them a b

human being. Princess Diana once 

"A mother's arms are more comfor

than anyone else's." Well, it's true,

mother's hug is like medicine for h

kids, she absorbs all the pains and

stands by her kids in all their fights
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Hello Therapist: I want to
marry but don't want an
arranged setup as I've…
Hello Therapist, I'm 30 years old and not

married. Now I feel like getting married

but don't want to look for arrange

marriage. My parents had an arrange

and I have seen them struggling for

love. Hello Pinkvilla Reader, Somehow

success of a marriage is not based on

whether it is a love marriage or

arranged one. Love marriage does have

its advantages but still, there is no
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Duke and Duchess of
Sussex appeal to vaccine
companies
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Bill Gates and Melinda
Gates Divorce: Here's
when the estranged…
Divorces have sadly become as

common as weddings amidst public

personalities with the latest victims

being Bill Gates and Melinda Gates, who

after 27 years of marriage made the

heartbreaking decision to call it quits. In

their joint Instagram statement, Bill and

Melinda confessed that they "no longer

believe" they "can grow together as a

couple in this next phase of" their lives.
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Royal expert claims Prince
Harry 'was in therapy' &
could have helped…
Ever since Prince Harry and Meghan

Markle made shocking revelations about

the royal family during their intimate

Oprah interview, everyone has an

opinion on The Duke and Duchess'

various claims. Amongst them is Prince

Philip Revealed author and royal expert

Ingrid Seward, who questioned

Meghan's comment on her mental

health help request being rebuffed by
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The cutest dog breeds,
ranked
Dogs are adorable, and it seems

absolutely impossible to choose any

kind of favorite in terms of cuteness.

However Town & Country has tried,

making a definitive ranking of the 25

cutest dog breeds. Click through the

gallery to see everything from fluffy

pups to accessorized canines. Just try

not to adopt them all at once!
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Gravitas: Who was
Napoleon Bonaparte
Napoleon Bonaparte finds a mention in

every history book. There was a time he

ruled much of Continental Europe, but

he died far away from home, isolated,

and in exile. Was he a hero or was he

Europe's most divisive ruler?
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Billion dollar divorce! B
and Melinda Gates’
relationship history
Bill and Melinda Gates were one o

world’s richest power couples, with

joint net worth of a staggering $13

billion. On May 3, 2021, the Micros

co-founder and his wife announced

were to divorce after 27 years of

marriage, with Melinda calling the

relationship “irretrievably broken”.

Here’s the lowdown on the couple’

relationship history…
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Vadodara couple set up
blood donation camp for
their wedding ceremony
In wake of COVID 19 spread

governments had issued guidelines for

marriage which included avoiding large

gatherings Following these protocols a

couple in Vadodara opted for court

marriage but called in guests for their

reception Couple brought in a twist at

their reception and had set up a blood

donation camp Around 50 guests who

came to attend the reception donated
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Tripura locals get frogs
married to please rain
God
Tribal tea garden workers in West

Tripura organised a Hindu wedding

ceremony for two frogs this tradition is

called Banger Biye This uncanny custom

is carried out as the workers believed

that it would appease the Hindu rain

God Lord Indra and thus bring rainfall

which would save them from the

drought stricken condition of their tea

garden
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